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Immediately afterwards, the Mayo Center in the United States announced a blockbuster
news to the world: a pharmaceutical company from China has produced a super-specific
drug that can treat all types of end-stage cancer!
With the announcement of Jimmy’s treatment, the Mayo Center declared to the world that
the drug has unprecedented therapeutic effects for terminal cancer and may completely
rewrite the history of cancer treatment!
This news passed the Mayo Center and immediately detonated experts in the global cancer
field.
The results of Jimmy’s treatment for just one night clearly showed the powerful therapeutic
effect of Magical Pill on terminal cancer.
Therefore, no one suspects any fraud in the content published by the Mayo Center.
Immediately afterwards, the news continued to ferment through the media, making the
whole world rejoice!
The four words Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical also instantly became popular all over the world!
For a time, almost all drug regulatory agencies in all countries actively sent invitation letters
to Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical, inviting Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical to enter their market as soon
as possible, and also agreed to give the green light to all processes.
Under Charlie’s instruction, Liam immediately publicly stated to the world through the
official channels of Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical: Magical Pilll are still in a very difficult smallscale preparation stage, and clinical trials and process reforms have not yet been completed.
Therefore, the time it will go on the market around the world is temporarily unpredictable,
and it is not optimistic. This time node may be several years or even decades.

Charlie hopes that the world will learn about Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical through Magical Pill
and greatly increase their recognition of Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical.
But he didn’t hope that the whole world would pin its hopes on Magical Pilll.

After all, this is a drug that is difficult or even impossible to mass-produce. If the whole
world hopes that Magical Pilll will change the fate of every cancer patient, this is destined to
be unrealistic.
Although Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical came out in person to pour cold water on the world,
everyone is still looking forward to the company as Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical.
Many people even compare Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical to the light of mankind, thinking that if
they can develop such a drug, they will definitely be able to break through the final
shackles.
For a time, Jiu Xuan Pharmaceutical’s global reputation was much higher than those of the
world’s top pharmaceutical companies.
Charlie also followed the agreement very much, and delivered twenty boxes of Magical Pill
to Smith’s hands.
Smith, who got the Magical Pilll, burst into tears with excitement.
Afterwards, he immediately called the Minister of Health and said to him: “I have already got
20 boxes of Magical Pill, and I am going to book the earliest air ticket to return to the
United States immediately!”
“Don’t worry!” The other party said immediately: “You have such an important medicine
now. You can never come back on a civil airliner. It is too unsafe! I will contact you now to
see which American pharmaceutical company is in China. The branch is equipped with a
private jet. If there is any, I will requisition it immediately and send you back safely.”
Soon, he requisitioned a private jet from the well-known pharmaceutical company Merck.
The plane was on standby in Eastcliff at this time. After being requisitioned, it immediately
flew to Aurous Hill, preparing to send Smith back to China.
Smith put twenty boxes of Magical Pilll tightly tied around his waist with tape, and then he
boarded the plane heading to the United States with confidence.
At this time, experts from several top pharmaceutical groups and pharmaceutical
laboratories in the United States have all assembled in a secret laboratory in Washington.

They waited one by one, just waiting for Smith to bring back the Pill, and then began to
crack the formula for the first time!

